Buttplate for Northwest Trade Gun ................. #BP-NW-1-B
Flat buttplate for the Northwest Trade Gun, copied exactly from an original gun marked Barnett - 1816, mounted with nails. File the sides to match the narrow stocks and buttplates of later period Northwest trade guns. Cut from heavy sheet brass.
#BP-NW-1-B buttplate, brass only $19.99

©2012, Track of the Wolf, Inc.
shown actual size
Made in the U.S.A.

Hudson’s Bay Company Tombstone Fox..............#Stamp-EB
#Stamp-EB HBC barrel & lock stamp only $29.99
North West Company Circle Fox .....................#Stamp-FC
#Stamp-FC NWC circle fox barrel & lock stamp only $29.99
Thomas Barnett barrel stamp .......................#Stamp-DTB
#Stamp-DTB Thomas Barnett’s maker’s stamp only $29.99
Trade Gun Barrel Maker’s Mark ......................#Stamp-KPM

Nails & screws for Northwest Trade Gun buttplates:
Many trade gun buttplates were attached with nails instead of screws. These cut nails add a primitive old time look to your trade gun. Nails are shown actual size. Sold in packs of 25. Screws are sold individually.
#Nail-Fine fine cut nail, 1-1/2” nails, pack of 25, 1-1/2” fine cut only $1.99
#Nail-Wrought wrought cut nail, 1” nails, pack of 25, 1”, wrought cut only $3.59
#Nail-Brad brad cut nail, 1” nails, pack of 25, 1”, brad cut only $1.99
#Nail-Clout clout cut nail, 1” nails, pack of 25, 1”, clout cut only $1.99
#Screw-10x1 #10 x 1” wood screw Wood screw, #10 x 1” only $.30

Left
A Northwest Trade Gun buttplate attached using 7 nails and 1 screw.

Right
An 1851 Barnett trade gun buttplate attached with 5 screws. Rick Pasche collection

#BP-NW-1-B Northwest Trade Gun buttplate brass $19.99